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Tuesday 19th May

MONDAY 18 MAY

10:30 | State of the Health and Safety Profession

An update on the current state of the health & safety professional, including the latest workplace 
fatality figures and what is being done to address them in specific industries.

Speaker to be announced soon

10:45 | Adapting to the new world

The panel debate will look at how health & safety professionals are having to adapt to new 
challenges and working environments. It will cover what those challenges are and how things like e-
learning can help facilitate this change. The panellists will also debate what is likely to change for 
health & safety practitioners as a result of COVID-19. You will also have a chance to put your 
questions to the panel.

Confirmed Speakers:

• Andrew Sharman, President, IOSH and Managing Partner, RMS

• Ruth Denyer, Group Operational Risk Director, ITV and Group Operational Risk Director, IIRSM

• Karen McDonnell, Head of RoSPA Scotland, RoSPA

11:30 | Sourcing PPE during COVID-19

Stories have been circulating in the media of suppliers overcharging and sub-standard products being 
touted as high-quality equipment. In this panel debate, PPE manufacturers and distributors will 
advise practitioners how they can avoid falling into these traps and what they should be wary of. The 
panel will also discuss some of the work they have been doing during the pandemic and how COVID-
19 has affected the supply chain.

Confirmed Speakers: 

• Ian Hart, Editor, SHP, Chair

• Adam Young, Marketing Director, Arco (Adam Young)

On-demand session | Health and safety law conundrums during the pandemic

Health & safety lawyer and regular SHP contributor Simon Joyston-Bechal will provide the latest legal 
updates around COVID-19. In this bitesize session, he will discuss:
• Managing difficult decisions relating to COVID-19
• Could we be prosecuted for COVID-19 exposures?
• Can we keep operating if we are struggling with social distancing?
• Working from home – how far do our duties extend?
• Statutory inspections – what if we are running behind?
• Returning to work

Confirmed Speaker: Simon Joyston–Bechal, Director, Turnstone Law

HEADLINE SPONSOR



MONDAY 18 MAY

14:30 | Achieving best practice in these challenging circumstances

Confirmed Speaker: Faye McGuinness, Head of Workplace Wellbeing Programmes (Strategy and 
Development), Mind

14:55 | Workplace mental health: putting it into practice – hear from industry 
leaders on how they are adapting themselves to coronavirus

Confirmed Speakers:

• Partner, Deloitte 

• Jan Golding, CEO, Roots

• Faye McGuinness, Head of Workplace Wellbeing Programmes (Strategy and Development), 
Mind

15:45 | Navigating the pandemic: what does psychological research into wellbeing 
tell us?

Confirmed Speaker: Ivan Robertson, Founding Director, Robertson Cooper Ltd

16:05 | Considerations around managing stress and anxiety in the workforce –
what do the standards tell us

Confirmed Speaker: Teresa Higgins, Sales Director, Barbour EHS

HEADLINE SPONSORS



TUESDAY 19 MAY

10:30 | 'State of the nation’: Security in the UK

The morning session kicks off with Dave Sloggett, Scientific Advisor and Analyst at the University 
of Oxford, outlining his views on the current ‘state of the nation’, for security in the UK. We will 
then hear from Tony Porter, Surveillance Camera Commissioner for England and Wales, who will 
detail the work he has done over his past six years in office and update us on the surveillance 
sector and potential future challenges. 
Following the two keynote presentations, we will move into a panel debate with key figures in 
the industry representing the Security Institute, BSIA and SSAIB. This will take the form of a 
discussion between experienced figureheads in the sector, as they offer their viewpoints on key 
topics dominating the industry. 

Confirmed Speakers:

• Dave Sloggett, Scientific Advisor and Analyst, The University of Oxford
• Tony Porter, Surveillance Camera Commissioner for England and Wales, UK Home Office
• Rick Mounfield CSyP FSyl, Chief Executive, The Security Institute
• Mike Reddington, Chief Executive, BSIA
• Alex Carmichael, Chief Executive, SSAIB

14:30 | Protecting Critical National Infrastructure in challenging times

The afternoon session will explore the issue of protecting Critical National Infrastructure. The 
webinar will be in association with the Loss Prevention Council Board (LPCB), and will begin with 
Richard Flint from the BRE explaining the organisation’s role in ensuring high standards of 
physical security are met by manufacturers in the sector. 
Following this, we hear from three members of HS Security – a group of companies owned by 
Hill and Smith Holdings PLC, specialising in highly advanced physical security solutions. 
Representatives from ATG Access, Technocover and Barkers Fencing will cover a range of topics, 
from the importance of certification, through to physical security solutions in a smart city 
environment. 

Confirmed Speakers: 

• Richard Flint, Physical Security Technical and Business Development Manager, BRE
• Iain Moran, Sales & Marketing Director, ATG Access
• John Barty, H&S and Technical Manager, Technocover
• Russell Ridgway, Business Development Director, Barkers Fencing

HEADLINE SPONSOR



WEDNESDAY 20 MAY

10:30 | How do we ensure IoT and connected solutions are secure?

On Wednesday morning, we will hear from a team of experts, all of whom sit on the IoT Security 
Foundation, discussing the rise of IoT and the challenges involved in ensuring devices remain 
secure. 
The webinar will cover a number of topics currently under discussion, including how cyber 
security regulations for consumer IoT products are set to impact the sector, as well as security 
strategies and the tactical risk to IoT in a business. This will then be followed by a Q&A session, 
where audience participation is encouraged. 

Confirmed Speakers:

• Sarb Sembhi, CTO & CISO, Virtually Informed Ltd
• James Willison, Founder, Unified Security Ltd
• Nick Morgan, Group IT Operations Manager, Derwent University

HEADLINE SPONSOR



WEDNESDAY 20 MAY

14:30 | Office space: rethinking how we work, assessing the lasting impact on the 
sector, likely changes and how we can adapt to survive and grow

This prolonged period of working from home could change the outlook for the office market forever. 
Both companies, and the people that work for them, have pushed the boundaries on working from 
home practices. And, having seen how smoothly this goes, and considering the lifestyle and well-being 
benefits, they could collectively decide that an office-based desk isn’t as important as we all thought.  
As a result, we could see a substantial change in the office market as companies change working 
practices and reduce office space. 
Alternatively, the pressures of combining work with a sometimes chaotic home life could send us all 
back to the haven of a well-ordered office in droves.  Whatever evolves, the general office market is 
likely to come under increasing pressure.  The following speakers will explore these issues, sharing 
their perspectives and forecasting possible outcomes.

14:35 | Industry Perspective

Confirmed Speaker: Chris Moriarty, Director of Insight & Engagement, IWFM

14:45 | Commercial Property Perspective

Confirmed Speaker: Gavin Redmore, National Energy Manager, City Facilities Management Holdings

14:55 | Workplace Design Perspective

Confirmed Speaker: Michael Dowds MRICS, Real Estate Workplace Design Standards Manager, 
Department for Work and Pensions

15:15 | Getting back to “Normal”

When the world gets back to something resembling “normal” we will have to turn our thoughts once 
again to some of the key issues we were focused on before the virus took hold.  In our next session we 
will take a look at some of these issues; such as sourcing technologies and products, identifying and 
building new relationships with suppliers and discovering innovations and insights from on intelligent 
building excellence.

15:15 | Smart & intelligent buildings In Age of COVID-19: Trends, opportunities and market 
potential

Confirmed Speaker: Owen Kell, Senior Researcher, Memoori & Director, Intelligent & Green Systems

15:25 | From automated to cognitive buildings: what enabling technologies can help you realise the 
transition and better manage your buildings? And how fast can it happen?

Confirmed Speaker:  Nick Henley, Unified Communications Consultant, Cordless Consultants

15:35 | The three golden rules when integrating technology in to your space using the RIBA Plan of 
Work

Confirmed Speaker: Mike Brooman, CEO, Vanti

HEADLINE SPONSOR



THURSDAY 21 MAY

10:30 | Coronavirus and the fire safety sector

We hear from industry leaders on the impact they believe COVID-19 has had on the fire safety 
sector. Ian Moore will offer his expertise on how the Fire Industry Association (FIA) has responded 
to the outbreak and the support they’ve offered members, while Niall Rowan will run through the 
ASFP’s response.
Following the presentations, we will take audience questions, and discuss whether the impact will 
have long lasting effects on the sector. For example, how have fire safety officers dealt with social 
distancing rules? And will technology be utilised to improve standards in the UK going forward?

Confirmed Speakers:

• Niall Rowan, CEO, ASFP
• Ian Moore, CEO, FIA 

14:30 | Life after Grenfell - Tall buildings and third party certification

A topic still at the very heart of the fire safety sector. We unearth the recent changes to 
regulations, and discuss the issues involved for the future, including the importance of third-party 
certification and ensuring suitable materials are specified at source. 
Experts, including Andy Taylor from the ASFP and Colin Todd, representing the FIA, will discuss 
what has changed in terms of regulations, while Andy Taylor will take a closer look at the issue 
from a passive fire protection point of view. Presentations will be followed by a Q&A session. 

Confirmed Speakers:

• Andy Taylor, Technical Officer, ASFP
• Colin Todd, MBE, representing the FIA



FRIDAY 22 MAY

10:30 | Coronavirus and FM 

What are the short term implications for FM from Coronavirus? How are leading operators 
and client based FM’s reacting?
How this global emergency has affected the workplace and those responsible for it. How are 
leading organisations reacting to the challenge, what will the lasting impacts on FM be, what help is 
available for FM’s.
The session will end with a Panel discussion with IWFM.

Confirmed Speakers:

• Jason Towse, Managing Director, Business Services, Mitie
• Sofie Hooper, Head of Policy, IWFM
• Dave Cooke, FM Consultant, Chair, IWFM Risk and Business Continuity SIG
• Wayne Tanner, Executive Director, Global Lead of Integrated Facilities, UBS
• Michael Wellenzohn, Global Workplace Strategy Lead, UBS

Chair: Peter Brogan, Head of Research and Insight, IWFM

11:35 | Leading the fight against Coronavirus 

Mitie talking about Project Nightingale with FMJ.

Confirmed Speaker: Simon Venn, Chief Government and Strategy Officer, Mitie

14:30 | Moving workplace sustainability from laudable to mandatory – exploring 
the Environment Bill and Net Zero’s impact on FM

Confirmed Speakers:

• Martin Baxter, Chair, IEMA
• Weightmans
• Sunil Shah, Managing Director, Acclaro Advisory

HEADLINE PARTNER

15:20 | What is carbon neutrality and how do I achieve it?

Confirmed Speaker: Tiphaine Aries, Client Executive, Carbon Trust
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